INTRODUCTION
============

According to the World Health Organization, glaucoma is the second leading cause of preventable blindness globally \[[@R1]\]. The disease is characterized by a degenerative optic neuropathy associated with progressive loss of retinal ganglion cell (RGC) axons, leading to losses in visual function \[[@R2]\]. Due to the irreversible nature of glaucomatous damage, early diagnosis and adequate treatment are important for decreasing the risk of visual impairment or blindness from the disease \[[@R2]\]. Proper monitoring and detection of progression is paramount, and assumes a central role in the management of patients diagnosed with glaucoma or suspected of having the disease \[[@R3]\].

Standard automated perimetry (SAP) has traditionally been used as the gold standard for evaluation of progressive damage in glaucoma \[[@R4]\]. However, several large prospective clinical studies have shown that many patients can present progressive structural optic nerve or retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL) damage without detectable losses on SAP \[[@R5]-[@R8]\]. In many patients, progressive structural damage frequently precedes functional deterioration, giving clinicians an opportunity to start or intensify treatment before the disease causes significant functional deterioration \[[@R9]\]. However, detecting glaucoma progression can be challenging, and there is currently no consensus on how to define and evaluate progressive change in the disease \[[@R10]\].

Although optic disc photographs have been used to monitor structural progression, they are limited by the need for subjective assessment \[[@R11]\]. In fact, previous reports have described suboptimal reproducibility for the assessment of optic nerve deterioration when different or even the same observers evaluate change using optic disc photographs \[[@R12], [@R13]\]. In addition, evaluation of progression using optic disc photographs does not allow an objective quantification of the rate of disease progression over time. Although most glaucoma patients will show some evidence of progression if followed long enough, the rate of deterioration can be highly variable among them \[[@R14]\]. While most patients progress relatively slowly, others have aggressive disease with fast deterioration, which can eventually result in blindness or substantial impairment unless appropriate interventions take place \[[@R15]\].

The use of imaging technologies has allowed objective and quantitative assessment of structural damage in glaucoma \[[@R3]\]. Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is an imaging technology that has been used for assessment of progression and rates of deterioration in the disease \[[@R16]-[@R19]\]. The OCT technology has undergone major advancements in the recent past, from time-domain to spectral-domain OCT, as well as the recent development of swept-source OCT and other variations of the technology \[[@R20]\]. These advancements have resulted in increased reproducibility and accuracy in the assessment of progressive damage, not only to RNFL, but also to other regions affected by glaucomatous damage, such as the optic nerve head (ONH) and macula \[[@R21], [@R22]\]. In this review, we critically evaluate the available evidence with regard to the ability of different OCT parameters in detecting glaucomatous progression and evaluating rates of change in the disease.

REPRODUCIBILITY
===============

In order to be able to assess progression, test measurements need to have adequate reproducibility \[[@R23]-[@R25]\]. If test measurements show poor reproducibility with too much test-retest variability, detection of true deterioration will be challenging due to the difficulty in separating the progression signal from the noise introduced by variability. Intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC), coefficient of variation (CV) and test--retest variability (TRV) are some of the statistical methods that can be used to assess variability, reproducibility and repeatability of measurements \[[@R25], [@R26]\]. ICC is a statistic that summarizes the reproducibility of a measurement process based on a variance components analysis, expressing the variance attributed to real differences between subjects as a fraction of the total variation, which also includes sources of measurement variability \[[@R26]\]. In brief, a large ICC indicates good reproducibility, with only relatively small fluctuations among repeated measurements on the same subjects \[[@R27]\]. The maximum value of the ICC is 1 (or 100%), whereas its minimum value is theoretically 0. The CV is defined as the standard deviation divided by the mean. It is expressed as a percentage (%), where higher values means greater dispersion in the variable, that is, greater variability \[[@R26]\]. A measurement with a COV \<10% is considered to have good reproducibility. Finally, the TRV can be calculated as two times the standard deviation of repeated measurements. A measurement with low TRV has, as the name implies, low variability and good reproducibility \[[@R26]\].

Pierro *et al.*evaluated RNFL thickness measurements using 7 different OCTs (spectral and time-domain), to assess inter and intraoperator reproducibility of 38 healthy subjects \[[@R24]\]. For interoperator reproducibility, average RNFL thickness measurements had ICCs ranging from 0.57 to 0.92, with CV ranging from 1.65% to 3.35%. For intraoperator reproducibility, ICCs ranged from 0.70 to 0.97 and COV from 1.16% to 2.18%. The same author also studied 18 healthy subjects to analyze interoperator and intraoperator reproducibility of OCT measurements for average macular thickness and revealed ICCs ranging from 0.75 to 0.97 and CV from 0.43% to 2.75% \[[@R28]\]. In another investigation, Mwanza *et al.*examined 55 eyes of glaucoma patients evaluating intra-visit and inter-visit reproducibility of circumferential RNFL and ONH measurements \[[@R29]\]. ICCs ranged from 0.83 to 0.99 for intra-visit and 0.80 to 0.99 for inter-visit measurements. They estimated that inter-visit thinning of at least 4 μm for RNFL measurements may be considered as suspicious change occurring as the result of glaucoma progression. Other authors have also conducted studies supporting high reproducibility of OCT measurements \[[@R30]-[@R33]\].

It is important to note that although many studies have indicated a high reproducibility of a variety of OCT measurements, these studies have in general only evaluated short-term reproducibility \[[@R24], [@R29], [@R30]\]. That is, patients underwent test-retest over relatively short periods of time. This was done in order to eliminate or decrease the risk that true disease progression could confound the assessment of reproducibility. As glaucoma is generally a relatively slowly progressive disease, it is unlikely that patients would present true deterioration if tested over short periods of time. However, in clinical practice, evaluation of progression occurs over long periods of time and it is also important to ascertain whether the long-term reproducibility is also adequate \[[@R34], [@R35]\]. There is no guarantee that long-term reproducibility will be as high as short-term reproducibility. In fact, it is likely that intercurring factors and patient cooperation may cause an increase in test-retest variability over long periods of time. Unfortunately, evaluation of long-term reproducibility can be challenging, due to the possible confounding effects of concomitant disease progression. However, strategies have been proposed to overcome these confounding effects and previous studies have suggested that long-term reproducibility may actually be lower than the reproducibility reported in short-term studies \[[@R34]\].

DETECTING PROGRESSION WITH OCT
==============================

OCT was first described by Huang *et al.*in 1991 and it uses a low-coherence interferometry to produce a two-dimensional image of optical scattering from internal tissue microstructures in a way that is analogous to ultrasonic pulse-echo imaging \[[@R36]\]. Initial versions of this technology employed what is called time-domain OCT (TD-OCT) (Stratus OCT, Carl Zeiss Meditec Inc, Dublin, CA) \[[@R37]\]. In TD-OCT, depth information of the retina is obtained after a longitudinal translation in time of a reference arm \[[@R37]\]. TD-OCT is limited by a scan rate of only 400 axial scans per second generating a topographic map of the RNFL around the optic disc, with an axial resolution of 8 to 10 μm and a transverse resolution of approximately 20 μm. In contrast, spectral domain OCT (SD-OCT) measures the interferometric signal detected as a function of optical frequencies, allowing for imaging speeds 50 times faster than TD-OCT, providing a greater number of images per unit area \[[@R38], [@R39]\]. With SD-OCT, better resolution and faster scanning speed allow high-density raster scanning of retinal tissue while minimizing eye motion artifacts \[[@R40]\]. This device avoids moving the reference arm and uses a spectrometer on the detector arm to measure the difference in wavelength between the light from the fixed reference arm and that returning from the tissue \[[@R40]\]. In addition, Fourier analysis is used to analyze images according to the recorded wavelength of light \[[@R39]\]. It can acquire a high number of scans per second (27.000 -- 40.000 A scans per second) and recent studies have demonstrated excellent intra-visit and inter-visit measurement reproducibility for SD-OCT, superior to TD-OCT \[[@R41]-[@R43]\].

Wollstein *et al.*conducted a retrospective study to evaluate glaucoma progression using a prototype version of TD-OCT technology \[[@R44]\]. Patients had an average of 4.7 years of follow up (55 eyes from 32 glaucoma patients and 9 eyes from 5 glaucoma suspects). Progression of OCT was defined as a repeatable average RNFL thinning of at least 20 μm. This value was calculated based on twice the estimated reproducibility error of the device (10 μm). They concluded that there was a greater likelihood of glaucomatous progression as measured by OCT compared with visual field assessment. However, this study was largely limited by the lack of any attempt to use an independent source to validate progression, making it difficult to ascertain whether the excess of cases detected as progression by the prototype OCT was due to true disease deterioration or just false-positives.

Subsequent studies evaluated the ability of detecting glaucoma progression using commercially available OCT devices \[[@R16], [@R45]\]. Medeiros *et al.*evaluated 253 eyes of patients with glaucoma or suspected of disease with mean follow-up time of 4.1 years using Stratus TD-OCT (Carl Zeiss Meditec, Dublin, California, USA) measuring RNFL, ONH and macular thickness \[[@R16]\]. Glaucoma progression was determined by using SAP and masked optic disc stereophotographs. The results showed that mean rates of change in average RNFL thickness were significantly faster for eyes with progressive disease compared to nonprogressors. RNFL parameters also performed significantly better than ONH and macular thickness measurements in discriminating progressors from nonprogressors.

A major limitation of TD-OCT technology was that measurements of RNFL thickness were frequently obtained at different locations when the test was repeated in the same patients over time. This occurred because of poor ability of registering the images acquired over time from the same patient using anatomical landmarks. As the measurements were acquired over different locations, this frequently resulted in poor reproducibility and decreased ability to detect true change over time \[[@R46], [@R47]\]. The improved scan speed and resolution of SD-OCT has greatly improved the ability to register images of the same patient over time. That is, anatomical landmarks are now used very efficiently to ensure that the same location of the retina is imaged and that measurements are always obtained over the same location of interest \[[@R48], [@R49]\].

A previous study evaluated SD OCT reproducibility and assessed the agreement of RNFL measurements between SD-OCT and TD-OCT \[[@R41]\]. The study found a good reproducibility for SD-OCT, with CVs ranging from 1.5% to 6.6% and ICCs from 0.81 to 0.98 for average RNFL thickness. Average RNFL thickness measurements were highly correlated (R^2^= 0.92) between the two instruments. However, Bland--Altman plots revealed that the measurements were not interchangeable, a finding also confirmed in other studies \[[@R42], [@R43]\]. That is, one should not directly compare measurements obtained with previous versions of the OCT technology with those obtained by the different SD-OCT devices. A recent study has proposed conversion formulas that could be used for this purpose \[[@R50]\]. However the use of these formulas should be made with caution, as their impact has not been validated for assessment of individual progression.

Several different commercially available SD-OCT devices can provide an assessment of glaucoma progression \[[@R17], [@R45], [@R51]\]. There is no clear evidence supporting one device over the others in the ability to detect progressive damage in the disease. Although the methods used for calculation of several structural parameters are similar among the devices, each device provides specific parameters that are proposed to assist in detecting damage and diagnosing progression \[[@R52]\]. In addition, each device has its own unique normative database and there are large differences regarding the number and clinical characteristics of the eyes included in the databases \[[@R52]\]. Below, we review the current evidence with regard to the ability of detecting progression for some of the commercially available OCT devices that have been most studied at this point.

SPECTRALIS SD-OCT
=================

The Spectralis SD-OCT (Heidelberg Engineering, Heidelberg, Germany) is able to obtain OCT scans with an impressive speed of 40,000 A-scans/second. The device has an axial resolution of 3.9 μm, with transverse resolution of 14 μm and scan depth of 1.9 mm. The light source used is a super luminescent diode centered at a wavelength of 870 nm \[[@R40]\]. The Spectralis utilizes a dual-beam scanning system consisting of a confocal scanning laser ophthalmoscopy (CSLO) reference beam to acquire reference scans for eye movement tracking and also a second beam to simultaneously acquire OCT images. The eye-tracking technology recognizes the presence of eye movement and discards scans with motion artifacts \[[@R40]\]. This system results in a very efficient method to ensure that the same areas of interest are scanned over time. In addition, Spectralis also oversamples specific points on the OCT scans and subsequently compares and combines them to reduce speckle (or random noise), enhancing the visualization of structures of interest. RNFL thickness measurements are obtained by averaging 16 consecutive circular B-scans of a 3.4 mm diameter peripapillary circle centered on the optic disc. The instrument provides a "RNFL Change Report" that includes individual baseline and follow-up scans for the overall and sectorial RNFL measurements and classifications. Fig. (**[1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**) shows an example of a glaucoma patient followed for approximate 2 years showing RNFL Change Report with worsening of the average, temporal superior and inferior RNFL thickness.

Wessel *et al.*investigated 62 eyes of 38 open angle glaucoma patients and 24 healthy controls for an average period of 3 years with annual visits for Spectralis SD-OCT, measuring circumferential RNFL thickness \[[@R19]\]. They divided the eyes into two groups (progressors and nonprogressors) according to masked comparative analysis of photographs. Using trend-based analysis, they revealed a rate of progression of -2.12 μm per year in patients with progressive optic disc changes, which was significantly faster when compared to glaucoma patients without progression (-1.18μm/year, P=0.002) and with healthy controls (-0.60μm, P\<0.001). The difference in RNFL loss between progressing and non-progressing glaucoma eyes was maximal in the inferior optic disc sectors. Since RNFL thickness also decreased in patients without progression, the authors observed that a longer observation time of these patients might be able to reveal whether the Spectralis is actually detecting progression that is not being detected by optic disc photographs.

Miki *et al.*evaluated 554 eyes from 294 glaucoma suspects for a mean period of 2.2 years using Spectralis SD-OCT and compared rates of RNFL loss in the group who developed visual field defects against the other who did not developed changes in visual field \[[@R53]\]. The estimated mean rate of global RNFL loss was significantly faster in the eyes that developed visual field defects compared with eyes that did not develop visual field defect (−2.02 μm/year versus −0.82 μm/year; *P *\< 0.001). Using joint longitudinal survival model, they showed that each 1 μm/year faster rate of global RNFL loss corresponded to a 2.05 times higher risk of developing visual field defects.

CIRRUS HD-OCT
=============

The Cirrus HD-OCT (Carl Zeiss Meditec, Dublin, California, USA) can perform 27 000 A-scans per second and capture measurements on a 6x6 mm cube formed from 200 A-scans for each of 200 B-scans. From this cube of data, the machine automatically identifies the center of the optic disc and creates a 3.46-mm calculation circle around it \[[@R54]\].

In order to assess glaucoma progression, the Guided Progression Algorithm (GPA) was introduced in 2009 for the Cirrus HD-OCT in an attempt to facilitate detection of RNFL progression \[[@R55], [@R56]\]. It tracks RNFL changes with serial, registered RNFL thickness maps, comparing RNFL thickness of individual pixels between the baseline and follow-up images and provides a visual display of the area and location of significant change. GPA analysis provides topographical display of RNFL thickness measurements for each exam and is best to detect focal changes. The Change Map combines up to 6 exams that are automatically registered to the baseline tests for a precise point-to-point comparison. Fig. (**[2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**) shows an example of a patient with open angle glaucoma with GPA analysis of the left eye showing progressive thinning in the superotemporal and inferotemporal regions. Areas of statistically significant change are color-coded yellow when first noted and then red when the change is repeatable over consecutive tests. Average RNFL thickness values are plotted for each exam and can also be used to detect changes over time and estimate rates of change. Trends are calculated and confidence intervals are shaded when rate of change is statistically significant. Fig. (**[3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}**) shows an example of a GPA analysis from the same patient with the RNFL Summary displaying numeric values for average, superior and inferior RNFL thickness parameters and rim area, average cup-to-disc ratio, vertical cup-to-disc ratio and cup volume for ONH topographic assessment. The values are compared with the baseline exam and statistically significant change can be detected.

Several studies have supported the use of the GPA for progression detection in glaucoma \[[@R55]-[@R57]\]. Lee at al examined 226 eyes of 130 glaucoma patients for 2.5 years and compared the outcomes of GPA versus ONH/RNFL photographic assessment in detecting progression \[[@R58]\]. The study suggested that Cirrus SD-OCT GPA is a good adjunct device for those eyes with diffuse RNFL defect or an unidentifiable RNFL status in which photographic assessment is not reliable.

Leung *et al.*used the RNFL thickness map provided by GPA for detecting and identifying patterns of RNFL progression \[[@R59]\]. The most common pattern of RNFL progression was widening of RNFL defects (85.7%), followed by development of new defects (17.9%) and deepening of RNFL defects (7.1%). The inferotemporal meridian was the most common location where RNFL change was detected. According to the authors, by evaluating changes in the RNFL thickness maps over time, it may be possible to better assess the pattern of RNFL progression independent of the degree of disease severity.

In another study, Na *et al.*included 279 eyes from 162 glaucoma patients followed for an average of 2.2 years, with the objective of evaluating rates of change in RNFL, macular and ONH parameters \[[@R18]\]. Eyes were classified as progressors and nonprogressors according to optic disc and RNFL photographs as well as visual field assessment. The results showed that RNFL thickness measurements from the inferior quadrant, 6 and 7-o\'clock sectors decreased faster in progressors than in nonprogressors. The ONH rim area also decreased faster, whereas average and vertical cup-to-disc ratio increased faster in progressors than in nonprogressors. Macular cube volume and the thickness of temporal outer and inferior inner macular sectors also showed differences between the groups.

Recent studies have also focused on the segmentation of the different retinal layers from the macular area that can be obtained with the Cirrus HD-OCT ganglion cell analysis (GCA) \[[@R60], [@R61]\]. A recent publication reported promising results with the use of the GCA for detecting progression, although the study had a short average follow-up time of only approximately 2 years, which may limit the ability of comparing the different methods for detecting change \[[@R62]\].

RTvue SD-OCT
============

RTVue-100 (Optovue Inc., Fremont, California, USA) is a SD-OCT imaging that uses an 840±10 nm wavelength illumination source capable of 26 000 A-scans/s with a depth resolution of 5 μm \[[@R63]\]. A peripapillary RNFL thickness map is generated from 13 circular scans with diameters of 1.3--4.9 mm and measurements are generated from the 3.45 mm diameter circle, centered in the optic disc. RNFL thickness is measured as the distance between the internal limiting membrane and the outer edge of the RNFL. The software uses RNFL change analysis and ganglion cell complex (GCC) progression analysis to assess rates of change \[[@R64]\]. A topographic GCC map is generated from one horizontal line scan 7 mm in length (467 A scans) followed by 15 vertical line scans 7 mm in length (each 400 A scans) and at a 0.5 mm interval centered 1 mm temporal to the fovea. GCC thickness is determined as the combined thickness of the RNFL, ganglion cell layer and inner plexiform layer. The pattern-based parameters comprise focal loss volume (FLV) and global loss volume (GLV). FLV is the total sum of statistically significant GCC volume loss divided by the GCC map area, in percentage. GLV is the sum of negative fractional deviation in the entire measurement area, in percentage. The intra-visit repeatability of the macular GCC scan by the RTVue has been shown to be good in both glaucomatous and healthy eyes \[[@R22]\]. For the average and quadrant RNFL parameters and the GCC parameters, intra-session ICC varied between 0.93 and 0.99, intrasession CV between 1.95% and 5.69%, and intra-test variability varied between 3.11 and 9.13 μm \[[@R30]\].

Naghizadeh *et al.*compared the variability of RNFL measurements between scanning laser polarimetry (GDx) and RTvue in 110 eyes of 110 patients (healthy, ocular hypertensive, preperimetric and perimetric glaucoma) prospectively at 6-month intervals for 1.5 to 3 years \[[@R35]\]. Relative variance of all RNFL parameters measured with RTVue SD-OCT was significantly (P\<0.001) smaller than that with the GDx, which suggests that long-term RNFL thickness measurements are less variable with the RTVue SD-OCT than with GDx.

More recently the same author showed that pattern based GCC parameters of the RTVue SD-OCT may detect progression earlier than optic nerve head, RNFL thickness and average GCC \[[@R65]\]. In the study, 68 eyes from healthy and glaucoma patients were followed for a mean of 2 years. Progression was determined by Octopus (Haag-Streit AG, Koeniz-Berne, Switzerland) normal G2 visual field progression criteria. Comparing glaucomatous and control subjects for progression rates, no ONH, RNFL, or average GCC parameter differed significantly between the groups. In contrast, both FLV and GLV showed significantly greater progression rates (P = 0.004 and P = 0.001, respectively) for the glaucoma group (1.460% and 3.810% per year, respectively) compared to the control eyes (0.006% and 0.048% per year). The study included glaucoma patients with an average defect on Octopus of +10.20 ± 6.70, indicating moderate and severe damage. Therefore, future studies should also attempt to evaluate these findings in eyes with earlier stages of damage.

Fig. (**[3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}**) shows the printout of the ONH/RNFL change report with RTvue SD-OCT, in which up to 4 scans can be combined in a single analysis. Measurements from 8 sectors are compared to the database. On the bottom right, RNFL parameters (average, superior and inferior) from baseline to the last visit are displayed and the difference from those measurements are compared to the database.

SWEPT SOURCE OCT
================

Swept-source OCT (SS-OCT) is another approach for OCT imaging with speed and sensitivity characteristics similar to SD-OCT \[[@R66]\]. Both methods measure interference as a function of optical frequency or wavelength. However, SS-OCT uses a frequency swept laser that enables measurement of interference at different optical frequencies or wavelengths sequentially over time \[[@R67]\]. DRI-OCT-1 (Topcon Corp, Japan) can perform scans with speed of 100,000 A-scans/sec and in-depth resolution of 8µm. SS-OCT utilizes a wavelength of 1,050 nm allowing better visualization of choroid and sclera when compared to SD-OCT with wavelength in the 850 nm range. Currently, no software for progression is available for this device. In a recent study, Yoshikawa *et al.*investigated changes in deep ONH structure following glaucoma surgery \[[@R68]\]. Change in lamina cribrosa depth and pre-laminar tissue thickness was evident after surgery and percent change in lamina cribrosa depth measured by SS-OCT was significantly correlated with both percent intraocular pressure change and visual field defect severity. Mansouri *et al.*examined 54 eyes of 27 healthy subjects using an automated segmentation algorithm of choroidal borders applied to different image acquisition protocols \[[@R69]\]. Signal loss because of blinking occurred in 7% of optic disc scans. After excluding artifacts, 3D optic disc scans showed an ICC of 0.99 and 0.83 for choroidal and retinal thickness, respectively. The results suggested that automated measurements of retinal and choroidal thickness using SS-OCT are highly repeatable. However, artifacts such as those produced by blinking may have a significant impact on the repeatability of measurements. Longitudinal studies still needs to be performed to evaluate the ability of SS-OCT to detect glaucoma progression.

THE EFFECT OF AGING ON THE ASSESSMENT OF CHANGE OVER TIME
=========================================================

A challenge in the accurate diagnosis of glaucoma progression includes the difficulty in discriminating true disease-related from age-related changes in structural measurements. In a prospective longitudinal study, Leung *et al.*examined 70 eyes of 35 healthy subjects with a mean follow-up of 30 months and showed mean rates of change of −0.52, −1.35 and −1.25 μm/year for average, superior, and inferior RNFL thicknesses respectively \[[@R70]\]. The same author investigated 222 eyes (90 patients with glaucoma and 40 normal individuals) for a mean of 3.8 years in another prospective longitudinal study \[[@R71]\]. Using Cirrus SD-OCT with GCA, they measured combined ganglion cell and inner plexiform layer (GCIPL) thickness, inner retina (IR) thickness, outer retina (OR) thickness and total macular thickness. Using trend analysis, 50% of eyes progressed by the GCIPL thickness, 50% progressed by the IR thickness, 30% progressed by the total macular thickness, 27% progressed by the RNFL thickness and 10% progressed by the OR thickness. After accounting for age-related change, the proportions decreased to 14.7%, 20.0%, 16.0%, 26.7%, and 1.3%, respectively. These results suggest that age-related structural changes seem to exert significant impact on the assessment of progression by OCT.

COMBINED STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION ANALYSIS
========================================

Several approaches have been proposed to combine results from different structural and functional tests to improve detection of glaucoma progression. Medeiros *et al.*used Bayesian statistics to develop a joint model integrating longitudinal information obtained from structural and functional evaluations, allowing information derived from one test to influence the inferences obtained from the other test \[[@R72]\]. In the study, SAP and optic disc topographic measurements were obtained over time in 242 eyes of 179 glaucoma patients followed for an average of 6.4 years. The aim of the study was to evaluate whether the estimation of slopes of change could be improved by integrating structure and function. The authors found that the Bayesian slopes of change performed significantly better than conventional approaches in predicting future structural and functional measures.

More recently, Medeiros and colleagues developed an approach to estimate RGC counts from structural and functional measurements, providing a single combined metric of structure and function. The method combined estimates of RGC counts obtained from OCT RNFL thickness with those obtained from SAP \[[@R73]-[@R75]\]. The method has been shown to perform significantly better than conventional approaches for diagnosis, staging and detection of progression. In a longitudinal study, Medeiros and colleagues used estimates of RGC counts obtained from SAP and OCT in 213 eyes of 213 glaucoma patients followed for an average of 4.5 years. In the study, SAP was able to detect progression in only 18 (8.5%) of the 213 eyes, whereas the OCT detected progression in 31 eyes (14.6%). On the other hand, from the 213 eyes, 47 (22.1%) showed statistically significant rates of RGC loss that were faster than the age-expected decline. Therefore the index estimating the rate of RGC loss combining structure and function performed better than isolated structural and functional measures for detecting progressive glaucomatous damage \[[@R76]\].

CONCLUSION
==========

SD-OCT technology provides reproducible measurements of different retinal and optic nerve structures, which have been shown to be able to detect glaucoma progression and measure rates of change. Significant improvements in detection of glaucoma progression and estimation of rates of change can be seen when structural measurements with SD-OCT are combined to those obtained from functional assessment.
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![Spectralis SD-OCT scans (Heidelberg Engineering, Heidelberg, Germany) of a glaucoma patient followed for an average of 3 years. The Change report shows progressive loss of the retinal nerve fiber layer.](TOOPHTJ-9-78_F1){#F1}

![Cirrus HD-OCT Guided Progression Analysis (Carl Zeiss Meditec, Dublin, CA, USA) A. Printout showing progressive retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL) thinning in the superotemporal and inferotemporal regions. Trend lines and rates of change are also provided showing statistically significant slopes of change for RNFL thickness, but not for average cup-to-disk ratio. B. Optic nerve head and RNFL Summary showing worsening of superotemporal and inferotemporal RNFL regions parameters.](TOOPHTJ-9-78_F2){#F2}

![Optic nerve head and retinal nerve fiber layer (ONH/RNFL) change report from RTvue from the right eye of a glaucoma patient followed for an average of 3 years showing RNFL thinning in the temporal inferior region. Average and inferior RNFL thickness decreased significantly compared to the baseline exam.](TOOPHTJ-9-78_F3){#F3}
